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INDUCTANCE O F  FLAT COILS. 31 

IV. Om the Self-inductance of Sinqle-layer Plat Coils. By S. 
BUTTERWORTH, M.Sc., The National Physical Laboratory. 

RECEIVED OCTOBER 1, 1919. 

1. The extended use of flat inductance coils in high- 
frequency electrical measurements renders desirable the 
development of simple formdB for the predetermination of 
the inductance of such coils. A modification of Weinstein’s 
formuh* for coils of rectangular channel section has usually 
been employed for this purpose, This formula fails, however, 
when the inner radius is small, 

Weinstein formula, to supply a formula suitable for coils of 
small inner radius, and to use the two formulae t o  compute a 
table (Table I.) for the use of designers of flat inductance coils. 
Some applications of this table are also given. 

2. The method of obtaining the formulae is one of integra- 
tion, starting with a suitable formula for the mutual induc- 
tance between two coaxial co-planar circles. 

Maxwell? has given two elliptic integral formulae for the 
mutual inductance between two coaxial circles. When the 
circles are also co-planar these reduce to 

It is the purpose of the present Paper to extend the modified - 

M=4ndAa{ (2 /k - -k )K(k )  -2/lcE(k)}, . . . . (1) 

or, M=8nA { K ( a / A )  --E(a/A)} , . . . . . . . (2) 
in which K and E are complete elliptic integrals of the first 
and second kind respectively ; a, A are the radii of the circles, 
and ? ~ ~ = 4 A a / ( A + a ) ~ .  
In (2) A>a always. 

3. Deriva,tion of Eztended Weinstein Formula. 
Let R be the mean radius c;f the flat coil, 2X be the coil 

depth, and n be the number of turns per unit of length. Also 
let  m(z,!r) be th,e mutual inductance between two co-planar 
coaxial circles, whose mean radius is r and radius difference is 
2z. Then by summation of the mutual inductance between 

* Weinstein, ‘‘ Wied. Ann.,” XXI., p. 329, 1884 ; Bull. Bureau of Stan- 

t “ Electrioity and Magnetism,’’ Vol. II., 701. 
dards, VIII., p. 137, 1912. 
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the elementary filaments of the flat coil the self-inductance of 
the latter is 

L = 4n2/oX d z l R + X - x  R--x+z m(z, r)dr. . . . . . . (3)* 

The integral (3) may be evaluated by expressing m in terms of 
s and T. The required expression may bederived from (1) by 
developing into a series involving only k’ the complementary 
modulus of k, for 

The suitable series? is 
k’= (1 - k2)’ = ( A  - a)/(*4 +a) =sir. 

k ‘ w > , + .  . .) 12 12. 1 2  1 2  . 12. 32 
2 2 .  42.  62 M=4nr ( CD0+--,k’2cDl+ 2 2 q i  k’4 @,+ 

1 2  
1 1  cD,- OD=-+- 

I 

J 
Applying (3) to the first four terms of (4) 

in which 
A=log, 4R/X, z=XJ4R. 

The first two terms of this series constitute the modified 

The series converges for all possible values of X and R. 
Weinstein formula. 

* For the method of building up this integral, see Butterworth, “Proc.” 

t Bromwich, “ Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics,” 
Phys. Soc., XXXVII., p. 376, 1915. 

No. 176, p. 363, 1913; Butterworth, “Phil. Mag.,” XXXI., p. 276, 1916. 
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In the worst case when the inner radius is zero X / R = 1 ,  and 
the value of the terms in { } of ( A )  are then 

0.886 0.207 0.0 12 0.002. 
Thus, assuming the four terms evaluated approximate suffi- 
ciently closely t o  the true sum, the Weinstein formula gives a 
result about 1 per cent. low in the extreme case. 

To verify this result a formula is now developed which is 
suitable for large values of X ,  that is, for a small inner radius 
of the flat coil. 

4. Using Maxwell’s second formula {(2) above} and putting 
G for K - E ,  the flux <D through a circle of radius z in the 
plane of the coil is 

Snn{ Z j ’  rl ~ ( a / z ) d a + r  2 a ~ ( z / a p a } ,  

in which rl, r2 are the inner andsouter radii, or by a change of 
variables 

The self-inductance of the Bat coil is 

J rl 
so that, integrating (5) by parts 

in which a=rl/rp 

respect to the modulus. 
discussed by the author in an earlier Paper.” 

to 
8 L= -jit122r23 {uul - 1 -as( I+w) -u+2aE- a(1- a2)K) , . 3 

in which 

The evaluation of (6) involves integration of K and E with 
The required integrations have been 

Using the notation and results obtained therein, ( 6 )  reduces 

(7)\ . 

1 
ul=I, Kdp=l.S31931248 . . . 
‘‘ Phil. Mag.,” XXIX., p. 584,1916. 

VOL .XXXII. D 
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(7) may be expressed in series by making use of the series for 
K, E, U, v, giving 

4 L=- &2r23[2(~ , -1 ) /~+a3 {2(u, -l)/n+&-log 4 / a + u } ]  (B)  
3 

in which 
0 = 6 2  ~ ( 1 . 3 . 5  . . . 2n-1)2 2n+1 

2 . 4 . 6 . .  . . . 2k 2n(2n+1)(2n+3) 
This formula is most convergent when Q is small and ie thus 

5. For the case of zero inner radius formula ( B )  gives 
suitable for coils having a small inner radius. 

L =6. 96957n2r23, 

L = 6. 956n2r, 3, 

L=6.  87n2r23. 

formula, ( A )  gives 

while the fist two terms only give 

Thus, in the most unfavourable case for formula ( A )  the 
error is of the order 0.2 per cent., while the Weinstein formula 
gives a result 1.5 per cent. below the true value. For the 
case a=0.5 

L=4.743502fi2r23 by (A) ,  
L=4.743500n2r23 by (B) .  

The two formula thus check each other. 
For general computation formula ( A )  usually the most 

rapid to work with, while formula ( B )  may be used as a check 
formula. 

6. For practical calculations we may mite  
L = Q122r23, . . . . . . . . . (Q) 

and tabulate Q as a function of rJr2. This is done in Table I. 
TABLE I. 

r1IrL. Q. 
0.00 ... 6-970 
0.05 ... 6.964 
0.10 ... 6.930 
0.15 ... 6.845 
0.20 ... 6.728 
0.25 ... 6.544 
0.30 ... 6.300 

- 

0.35 ... 5-996 
0.40 ... 5.632 
0.45 ... 5.213 
060 ... 4.743 
0.55 ... 4.231 
0.60 ... 3.682 
0.65 ... 3.105 

Q. 
0.70 ... 
0.75 ... 
0.80 ... 
0.85 ... 
0.90 ... 
0.95 ... 
1.00 ... 

2-528 
1-946 
1.397 
0.8892 
0-4574 
0.1394 
0~0000 

Self -inductance in centimetrea =QnZra3. 
r,=inner radius (centimetres). 
r,=outer radius (centimetres). 

n=tums per centimetre. 
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7. Flat Coil of Best Time Constant. 
The (direct current) resistance of a flat coil wound closely 

with circular wire is 
4pn8(r22--r12)=4pn%22( 1 -a2), 

being the resistivity of the wire, so that the time constant is 
proportional to Qr&( 1 - a2). 

Also for a given length and section of wire rZ2(1 -u2) and n 
are fixed, and therefore (by eliminating r2)  the time constant is 
proportional to Q/(  1 - a2)3/2.  By calculating this quantity for 
various radius ratios we obtain the variation of time-constant. 
I t  is found (see Table 11.) that the maximum time constant 
occurs when the inner radius is about 215 the outer radius. 
The maximum is, however, very flat, the coil having 90 per 
cent. of the maximum efficiency if r1/r2<0.7. 

TABLE 11. 
a=O.O ... 0.1 ... 0.2 ... 0.3 ... 0-4 ... 0.5 

a=0.6 ... 0.7 ... 0.8 ... 0.9 ... 1.0 
Q/(1 - ~ r ~ ) ~ " = 6 * 9 7  ... 7.03 ... 7.15 ... 7.25 ... 7.32 ... 7.30 

&/(l-~r')~'~=7*18 .. 6.94 ... 6.46 ... 5.50 ... 0.00 
The best time constant for a single layer cylindrical coil is 

obtained when the length ( b )  is 4/5 of the radius (a),  and in that 
case L=14.90n2a3, n again being the number of times per 
centimetre. 

L'=5.632n2r23. 
To compare the two cases we require the radius a of the 

cylindrical coil which can be wound with the same length of 
wire as the flat coil. 

For a flat coil of the best time constant 

This is a=0.725r2, with r1=0.4r2. 
Using this L=5.666n2rZs. 
The cylindrical coil is thus slightly better than the corre- 

8. Mutual Inductance between Coaxial Coplanar Flat coils. 
The mutual inductance between two coaxial flat coils in the 

sponding flat coil. 

same plane can be obtained from Table I. as follows :- 

Let the inner and outer radii of the - coils be {%3 
Denote the self-inductances of the two coils by La, Ly, 

end that of the coil which would fill the interspwe by L,. 
D 2  
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Denote the mutual inductances between these three coils by 
Ma,, Mm, Mya.  Further, let La, L, in series have self- 
inductance LA ; Lp, L, in series have inductance LB ; La, Lp, 
Ly in series have inductance L,. 

Then LA =La+ Lp+2Ma,, L, = L,+L,+2 Mpv, L,= La + L,+L,+2MaP+2M,+2M,,, from which the three M s  
can be found since the L's are known from Table I. 
In particular 

or, in terms of Q 
Ma, =*( L,  - LA - L* - L,), 

M a y  {r4a(&TljP4-&).P/?4) -'2'(&,,1/,+&,,/,,)} * 

A simple case is where there is no interspace, and the inner 
coil has zero inner radius. Then 

M=&n2RS {Q,(1-a3) -&,I, 
in which. a=rJR, R is the outer radius, r the dividing radius. 

In order to give some idea of the magnitude of the various 
inductances, the following table has been calculated from the 
above formula :- 

TABLE 111.--d 
CL. 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0 *4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0 .5 
0.9 
0.92 
0.94 
0.96 
0.98 
1 e o 0  

LJn2R3. 

0-00697 
0.0557 
0.1880 
0.446 
0.871 
1 403 
2.39 
3.56 
5.08 
5-23 
5.79 
6.17 
6.56 
6.97 

tual-inductance 
L,/n2R3. 

6.93 
6.73 
6.30 
5.63 

1 4.74 
3.68 
2.53 
1.397 
0.457 
0.31 7 
0.1910 
0.0942 
0,0272 
0 0000 

Between Flat Coils. 
1 w p a 3 .  

0.0162 
0.0930 
0.240 
0.446 
0-678 
0-892 
1.025 
1-005 
0.715 
0.611 
0.495 
0.356 
0.192 
0.000 

k. 

0.074 
0.152 
0.230 
0.2so 
0.333 
0.379 
0.421 
0.451 
0470 
0.474 
0.470 
0.465 
0.454 
0~000  

&=Self-inductance of inner coil. 
L,=Self-inductance of outer coil. 
ill=Mutual inductance between COL 
Ic=Coefficicnt of coup!ing=Jf/ I/L,L,. 
r=Dividing radius. 
cc=r/R. n=Turns per centimetre. 

ABSTRACT. 
Two formula are established for the computation of the self-induc- 

tance of single layer flat coils, one for the  case when the inner and 
outer radii are not very different and the other for the case of small 
inner radius. The two formula? are shown to be consistent and capable 
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of including all possible cases. From the formula a table is calculated 
whioh enables the inductance to be expressed in the form L=Qnar3, in 
which n is t h e  number of turns per om., r the  outer radius and Q 
is a tabulated function of the ratio of t h e  inner and outer  radii. 
Some applications of the table are given. 

DISCUSSION. 
Dr. ECCLES recalled the very useful Paper published by the  author some 

years ago, giving formula for thick coils. He had found these extremely 
useful, and felt sure that  the results of the present Paper would prove 
equally valuable. He felt that  people hardly realised their indebtedness 
to those who undertook these very laborious calculations for the help of 
the users of coils. 

Dr. E. H. RAYNER pointed out  how useful such formula were in the 
construction of inductances. Almost anyone could make up  a resistance 
t o  have any desired value ; but it was another matter with regard t o  in- 
ductances. With formula such as these, however, i t  was possible with the 
simplest appliances to construct an inductance to within 1 per cent. of the 
required value. 

Prof. G. W. 0. HOWE communicated the following : In the “ Archiv f u r  
Elektroteknik,” Vol. 3, 1915, page 187, is a Paper by J. :pielrein:6entitled 
“ The Self-Induction of Air-Core Spirally-wound Coils (des Science 
Abstracts,” Elec. Eng., 1915, No. 660). Spielrein’s h a 1  formula M 
L=Z”+zf(r l /~z) ,  where T is the total number of turns, whereas Mr. Butter- 
worth‘s formula ig L=narIQ, where. n is the turns per om. Since 
T=n(r,-r,) Spielrein’s formula can be written L=~nr(rz--rl)arzf(rl/rz). 
Hence Q+ra ~ r J ~ & ? f ( ~ ~ / r d = U  -~I /~X~(TI/~Z) .  

Now Spielrein gives a table of f(r,/r,) to seven places for all values of 
rl/rz from 0 to  1 by steps of 0.01. Comparing Spiehein’s f(rl/r,) with 
Mr. Butterworth’s Q we have :- 

6969573 6.969573 
18.97400 4.74350 

m o x a  

It seems obvious that  Mr. Butterworth was unaware of this Paper. 
THE AUTHOE, in reply, said he had not known that  Spielrein bad tackled 

He was afraid it rendered his Paper somewhat unneoessary. 
Dr. ECCLES pointed out that  it was of great importance that two inde- 

0.9 4574241 0.4574241 

the problem. 

pendent investigators obtained results in such striking agreement. 


